Dell GPS Navigation System

Why Choose Dell?
Dealing with Dell means literally one thing – a single point of contact and accountability for all your computing requirements - from systems to services, peripherals and support.

This helps you to reduce the time, management and associated administration costs of dealing with multiple vendors and the peace of mind of purchasing from stable and reliable technology partner.

Dell GPS Navigation System

20 European countries in 5 languages. Never get lost again
Upgrade your Bluetooth®-enabled Axim with Dell’s GPS Navigation System. With available features such as turn-by-turn instructions, points of interest and street-level maps in 20 European countries, adding a GPS system to your handheld will help keep you on the right track.

Where will your handheld take you today?
Anywhere you want to go. Use the Dell GPS Navigation System with your Bluetooth-enabled Axim. The small, lightweight GPS receiver with Bluetooth wireless technology has no bulky wires or cables. The auto adapter included with your navigation system can charge both your GPS receiver and your PDA as you drive.

Guiding you turn-by-turn
Whether you’re on the road or on foot, the Dell GPS Navigation System can give turn-by-turn instructions via text, voice and graphics in 5 different languages. Its moving map display gives you a real-time look at your current position, guiding you to your destination, updating you on the time and distance remaining. Don’t worry, if you miss a turn: The system will reroute you automatically within seconds.

Points of Interest: Find restaurants, hospitals, ATMs
NAVTEQTM digital map data features the places you want to find, every day. For entertainment, it can direct you to restaurants, golf courses, tourist attractions, and other venues. For convenience, it will help you find the nearest ATM or bank, plus shortcuts to hotels, airports, and shopping. And, it can show you the way to destinations such as hospitals or police stations and gas stations.

At last, life comes with directions
Navigate to an address, an intersection, or any Point of Interest - easy to read map display and NAVTEQ maps covering the 20 European countries help ensure a smooth journey. You may just never have to ask for directions again.

Visit www.euro.dell.com for more information
Specifications

Compatibility with Dell Axim

Navigation
Route Calculation
Features
Day/Night Display
Screen Orientation
Pedestrian Navigation

A/C Charger
Marine, topographical, and airplane navigation
Available Languages

PC System Requirements

What's In The Box

Axim X30 (Bluetooth-enabled), Axim X50 /X50v, Axim X3i (Bluetooth-enabled), Axim X5 (with Bluetooth radio installed via CF card)
Address-to-address, turn-by-turn directions with visual and spoken guidance
Dynamic route calculation to get you back on track if you miss a turn
Displays estimated arrival time, drive-time, and distance
Day/night map display modes
Portrait or landscape screen orientation
Navigate by foot: Maps are intelligently modified to ignore motorways, 1-way streets, no-entry roads
Car adapter charges the rechargeable battery of both your Axim and the GPS receiver
Compatible for marine, topographical, and airplane navigation

English, French, German, Italian, Spanish
Microsoft® Windows 98, ME, 2000 Professional, or XP operating system, Microsoft ActiveSync 3.7 or higher, 266 MHz Intel® Pentium® II microprocessor with MMX™ or equivalent, 64 MB RAM, 80 MB available hard drive space Bluetooth® GPS Receiver, 12V car charger, windscreens mount, owner's manual, CD set with map data of 20 European countries, map loader and Pocket PC application
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